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Abstract: The built environment reshapes various scenes that can be perceived, experienced, and
interpreted, which are known as city images. City images emerge as the complex composite of
various imagery elements. Previous studies demonstrated the coincide between the city images
produced by experts with prior knowledge and that are extracted from the high-frequency photo
contents generated by citizens. The realistic city images hidden behind the volunteered geo-tagged
photos, however, are more complex than assumed. The dominating elements are only one side of the
city image; more importantly, the interactions between elements are also crucial for understanding
how city images are structured in people’s minds. This paper focuses on the composition of city
image–the various interactions between imagery elements and areas of a city. These interactions
are identified as four aspects: co-presence, hierarchy, heterogeneity, and differentiation, which are
quantified and visualized respectively as correlation network, dendrogram, spatial clusters, and
scattergrams in a framework using scene recognition with volunteered and georeferenced photos.
The outputs are interdependent elements, typologies of elements, imagery areas, and preferences
for groups, which are essential for urban design processes. In the application in Central Beijing, the
significant interdependency between two elements is complex and is not necessarily an interaction
between the elements with higher frequency only. The main typologies and the principal imagery
elements are different from what were prefixed in the image recognition model. The detected imagery
areas with adaptive thresholds suggest the spatially varying spill over effects of named areas and
their typologies can be well annotated by the detected principal imagery elements. The aggregation
of the data from different social media platforms is proven as a necessity of calibrating the unbiased
scope of the city image. Any specific data can hardly capture the whole sample. The differentiation
across the local and non-local is found to be related to their preference and activity space. The results
provide more comprehensive insights on the complex composition of city images and its effects on
placemaking.

Keywords: city image; imagery area; geotagged photos; crowdsourcing; image recognition

1. Introduction

An image of a city bridges the built environment and people’s perceptions [1]. Such an
image is a key to understanding and interpreting the urban form with the elements that
can be adopted for organizing the design plan. Lynch’s work has extensive implications
for urban design. Analysing city images and their qualities is a tool for urban designers to
assess the deliverability of their spatial intervention from blueprints to daily experience.
However, the actual city images perceived by humans might vary greatly across demo-
graphic groups and even across individuals from time to time. Even city images for a
certain group of people are hardly the same as supposed in the model of city images by
experts from the top down. Therefore, decoding the complexity of the collective city image
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is a requirement for an in-depth understanding of the mental translation from cities to
city images.

Emerging volunteered data are now becoming a new normal approach to sense cities.
As an image-based type of volunteered geographical information (VGI), user-generated
photos from various social media provide a novel way of recording people’s perceptions
of cities and their daily lives embedded in them, complementing the conventional ways
of surveying people’s spatial experience, e.g., recording mental maps and conducting
questionnaires. In the established studies, the spatial and semantic information in the
volunteered photos has been validated as the new, useful substitutes of city images or
tourist destinations and their spatial distributions [2–4]. These efforts mainly tried to
measure the dominant imagery elements or to detect the spatial clustering of photography
behaviours but neglected the interactions between elements forming the whole images.
The city image is informatively rich, formed and reformed from place to place by various
imagery elements, rather than the dominant elements only. Decoding these interactions
between elements, therefore, is a necessity of understanding the complexity of the formation
of city images and of designing a more meaningful built environment for citizens.

City image is complex due to the varying relationships between elements. Given this,
the aim of this research is to uncover the composition of city imagery elements in peo-
ple’s perceptions more comprehensively. It is achieved by using a data-driven framework
equipped with image recognition models and geotagged photos reflecting urban scenes.
The interactions between city imagery elements in this work are four folded: co-presence
(among elements), hierarchy (of elements), heterogeneity (across space), and differentiation
(between groups). The co-presence dimension reflects the interdependency between any
two elements in photos. The hierarchy dimension records the emergence of the principal
components of city images with different combinations of individual or groups of elements.
The heterogeneity dimension denotes the borders of imagery areas with adaptive den-
sity thresholds reflecting varying local levels of spatial discrepancy. The differentiation
dimension replies to the changing properties of city image across various social groups.
These four dimensions are essential for addressing key issues in urban design research,
e.g., for a given city or area, what are the imagery elements and their interrelationships
in people’s real perceptions? How are they configured as the main groups of imagery
components in different scenes that people are willing to record? Where are the boundaries
of imagery areas with proper annotations? Who are the groups preferring some city images
with specific features? By answering these What-How-Where-Who questions, this research
produces an evidence-based action plan for city image research and relevant urban design
practice, which demonstrates a data-driven, comprehensive, and reproducible solution for
the employment of image-based open-source [5].

This research introduces a fully data-driven framework to decode the collective city
images that are documented in volunteered photos. The first part is image element de-
tection. It identifies the various types of elements in the recorded images by using image
recognition models, classifies these elements in accordance with their functions in the
models, and maps the interrelationship among those elements as a network pedigree.
The second part is the delineation of the imagery areas. By using the density gradient
principle, it captures the imagery areas where photo-shooting behaviours agglomerate,
validates them with named areas, and discriminates them with the typologies of the combi-
nation of different elements. The third part concerns data sensitivity. It tests the extent to
which different social groups can be distinguished by their preference for city images and
discusses the necessity and the risk of data aggregation.

The structure of this research is organized as follows. The next section reviews the
established efforts and background before, and the methodology section delivers the
research design, data, and study area in Beijing. The fourth section reports the results of
empirical studies, and the last section delivers the concluding remarks and discusses the
future steps to take.
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2. Background
2.1. Previous Studies on City Image

People’s perception of the built environment has been the main topic for urban
designers, planners, and decision-makers. From an architecture research perspective,
human experience in spatial form is assumed to fit together with morphological properties.
The built form, therefore, is interpreted as a composition of structural elements in different
types that shape the ‘image’ in people’s minds. With a cognitive map survey of residents
in three American cities (Boston, Jersey City and Los Angeles), Kevin Lynch summarized
the “five-elements” schema of urban perception in his benchmark book, The Image of the
City: paths, edges, districts, nodes, and landmarks [1]. Subsequently, Appleyard redefined
cognitive maps into two main types: sequential and spatial. Sequential elements contain
four subtypes, namely, the fragment, chain, branch/loop, and network, while spatial factors
include the scatter/cluster, mosaic, link and pattern [6]. Morello and Ratti proposed a more
precise framework of Lynch’s visual elements with 2D and 3D isovists [7]. The framework
of city image was applied to many cities across Europe, America and Asia [6,8] and to
the city images perceived by various groups of populations, e.g., residents, tourists, and
commuters [9,10]. Therefore, the structural perspective is a key for understanding and
designing the image of cities by (re)locating the city elements in different types.

Studies on city images from a structure or typology perspective have provided possi-
bilities for urban designers and relevant decision-makers to estimate people’s perceptions
of cities. However, mapping the elements of city images from a bird’s-eye view does not
always conform with the real perceptions of non-professionals or the ways they express
their observations, thereby leading to inaccurate estimations [11]. It is confirmed that city
images vary across different social classes, ages, genders, educational backgrounds, ethnic
groups, etc. [12–14]. Due to the existence of this inter-group difference, it is difficult to
calibrate a common, objective image for all [15]. Moreover, as a representation of personal
perceptions, cognitive maps can hardly avoid omissions and distortions of spatial informa-
tion in complex cognition processes [16]. This demonstrates the difficulty of validating city
images and the complexity regarding how they are formed.

With the development of complexity theory since the 1980s, structural element-based
studies have been criticized for overemphasizing the physical aspects, but neglecting other
essential dimensions of city images, leading to the popularization of simple geometries in
design rather than sophisticated spatial solutions [11]. It is noted that the image of a city is
multifaceted, involving spatial dimensions (e.g., structure, function, quality, changes, sense
of place) and socioeconomic, ecological, and cultural dimensions (e.g., history, prosperity,
civic life, local customs, and natural environment) [11]. Moreover, as a key concept mediat-
ing the sense of place and the sense of occasion, the city image was argued to be related to
temporary activities showing people’s engagement in various events. In the last decade,
the non-spatial dimensions of city images have been a new focus for destination image
studies in the fields of environmental psychology, tourism management and planning,
and city marketing. In these works, city images are normally decomposed as a series of
factors that impact their emergence, namely, the image components or dimensions [17–20].
Gartner postulated that destination images are formed by cognitive, affective, and conative
components [18]. Stern & Krakover introduced a conceptual model of image formation
based on literature analysis comprising seven determinants: urban aesthetics, distance,
level of activities, population size, population trait, climate, and residential appeal [21].
Nasar delivered the evaluation factors of city images and highlighted the importance of
two measures: the imageability and likability of city images [8]. The former is three-fold
with distinctiveness, visibility and use/symbolic significance, while the latter embraces
five aspects: naturalness, upkeep/civilities, openness, historical significance and order.
Anholt identified a 6-P model of city image: presence, place, potential, pulse, people, and
prerequisites [17]. Luque-Martinez et al. constructed an overall model of the city image
formation and evaluation with 12 dimensions: architectural and urbanistic attractiveness,
transport and communication infrastructure and traffic, historical heritage, environment,
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social problems, culture, innovation and business culture, economy and commerce, range
of services, education-university, international projection, and citizen self-perception [22].
These efforts uncover the hidden aspects of city images with statistical tools, e.g., compo-
nent analysis and regression, demonstrating the complexity of city images. However, these
researchers usually neglected that the concept of the city image is inherently visual [10].
This factor-based perspective, therefore, is parallel to the structural element-based scope to
measure the aspects of city image, showing the necessity of interconnection.

Enabled by information technology, an ‘image society’ is now emerging with a new
fashion of digital photography shared via various social media platforms. Within such a
society, people dynamically read the city by many formats of images. Given this, a city
is not only a built image as Lynch has argued but also a graphic image. Urry introduced
the tourist gaze theory and reclaimed the importance of the nature of seeking new visual
experience as the ‘gaze’ at different ‘signs’ [23]. The analysis of 35 million Flickr images
indicated that many of the photos taken by visitors were what had already been frequently
photographed [24]. Instead of looking for surprises, visitors prefer to reproduce pictures
confirming the expected images of the city [9]. Photos are the visual products of selecting,
shaping and structuring elements of the physical environment to reflect the photographer’s
mental images [25], and they are the condensation of destination images [26]. In recent
years, as the crowd-sourced photos have offered a wealth of information about people’s
perception of the city, a new framework based on imagery elements and areas has gained
popularity in city image research (Table 1).

Table 1. Three Types of Research Frameworks of City Image.

Aspects Structural-Element-Based
Study Factor-Based Study Imagery-Element-and-Area-Based

Study

Representative research City image [1,6,7]. City image and destination
image [8,17–20].

City image and tourist gaze,
etc. [1,23].

Conceptual nature

The generalization of the
“built image”, i.e., basic types

of spatial carriers of city
image.

The analysis of complex
factors related to city

perception, i.e., influential
factors and evaluation factors.

The analysis of the “graphic image”
and its spatial distribution, i.e.,

people’s “gaze” to the city and its
concentrated areas.

Cognitive subject Mainly residents. Mainly tourists and investors. Multi groups including residents,
commuters, and tourists.

Cognitive object Built environment.

All aspects including physical
environment, human
activities, economic
development, etc.

Built environment, natural
landscape, and human activities,

etc.

Cognitive form Mental maps. Mental images and
descriptions. Mental images and mental maps.

Cognitive View Bird’s-eye view (urban
planners’ perspective).

Abstract view (psychologists’
perspective).

Human’s-eye view (publics’
perspective).

Data Sketched maps, photo
identification survey, etc.

Likert-scale-based
questionnaire or interview

results.
User-generated geo-tagged photos.

Methodology Cognitive mapping. Literature analysis or
statistical analysis.

Data-driven methods, e.g., image
recognition, spatial clustering, etc.

Image Reconstruction Mainly through blueprints of
spatial structure planning.

Mainly through city
marketing and tourist

publicity strategies

Virtually through images in the
media or physically through

planning strategies.
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2.2. Related Works on Geotagged Photos

On the current social media platforms, massive amounts of photos are shared volun-
tarily by smart device users with geo-references [27]. As a type of socially sensed data,
these volunteered images are basically individual-based with large spatial coverage, a
fine resolution, and a large subset of them is city-related. This facilitates studies on collec-
tive, fine-resolution, and multi-dimensional city images across the population and their
distributional effects and meanings.

The geo-references of crowd-sourced photos can scale cognitive mapping to a large
coverage without forfeiting resolution [28,29]. Many tourism studies worked on hotspot
and landmark detection through the spatial concentration of geotagged photos or
tweets [4,14,30–32]. For instance, Kennedy et al. firstly employed a spatial clustering
method to identify landmarks and events through geo-tagged photos, and then used a
location-driven approach to generate representative tags for these landmarks [2]. Cran-
dall et al. applied a non-parametric clustering method named mean shift to recognize
landmarks within several cities at a global scale [24]. Jankowski et al. presented a spatio-
temporal analytic approach to discover landmarks and movement patterns from Flickr
photos [33]. Their results helped to distinguish between sites that are occasionally popular,
and sites known as city landmarks. Ji et al. used a spectral clustering approach to identify
landmark regions and then mined representative photos [34]. Moreover, Liu et al. proved
that Lynch’s “five elements” can now be partially identified from the spatial distribution of
geotagged photos [3].

The textual and visual contents of crowd-sourced photos can reflect what people
prefer to perceive in cities and thus contain abundant information about city images in
their minds. Regarding textual contents, Rattenbury et al. proposed two novel approaches,
TagMaps and scale-structure identification, to extract place or event semantics from Flickr
tags automatically [35,36]. Dunkel proposed a visualization method to map tag features
of Flickr photos and evaluate city perception [37]. As to visual contents, Kennedy et al.
demonstrated a location-tag-vision-based approach to extract representative images of
landmarks [2]. Papadopoulos et al. performed clustering on image visual and tag similarity
graphs by means of community detection to automate the detection of landmarks and
events [38]. Using Flickr data, Miah et al. proposed a conceptual framework for tourist
behaviour analysis comprising four parts: textual meta-data processing, geographical data
clustering, representative photo identification and time-series data modelling [39]. Recently,
computer vision models have been used to successfully localize multiple urban objects or
classify urban scenes based on a group of themes [40–42]. For example, scene recognition
techniques can reveal the specific type of shooting place to reveal the spatial distribution
of different imagery elements [3,43–45] and investigate the characteristics, similarities
and differences among cities [3,14,43]; discriminant clustering and image object detection
are used to extract and map visual elements of local characteristics from photos [46,47].
The applications of computer vision techniques with volunteered, geotagged photos in
social media are providing new perspectives about people’s images of specific places or
areas with the advantages of wide coverage, instant updates, vector-based resolution, and
an individual focus.

How to use the user-generated photos for interpreting the properties of city images
properly and comprehensively is still an incomplete mission with ambiguity. Most of the
established research captured the dominant city images and their spatial distributions
by extracting the semantic information of geotagged photos but failed to address the
interrelationships between elements. This constrains relevant applications in real urban
design processes with far more elements than normally defined by conventional urban
design studies. The image of city is not only formed by the elements with the highest
frequency in scenes and density across places, but the configuration in which all elements
are interrelated and organized in people’s perception [48]. Understanding cities as systems
that are composed of elemental interactions is a valuable way to measure, present and
interpret urban complexity [49]. Therefore, the key to explaining the complexity of city
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image is interactions between elements, and which is a tool that can be used to explore
how we as planners engage in science of design on city images.

3. Methodology and Data
3.1. Framework

Cities are complex systems with elements and their interactions, which are ‘the hidden
hands’ help these systems retain their own integrity from the bottom up. The interactions
between elements then are complex as well in multiple dimensions. By conceptualizing
a geographical system at time T as an Element-Space-People (ESP) structure, we define
crucial dimensions of the interactions according to the ways how they are projected and
mapped for proper analysis and interpretation. For a given city system in a time cross-
section, its ESP structure can be mapped and analysed by elements, space, and people.
In other words, a cross-sectional ESPT structure can be analysed and interpreted from the
element-based, space-based, and people-based scopes. From the element-based scopes,
there are two basic dimensions between and of elements, namely, co-presence and hierarchy,
showing structural semantics of the interactions between various elements, which are
pairwise and groupwise, respectively. The space-based and people-based perspectives
demonstrate the heterogeneity and differentiation dimensions, recording the spatial and
social semantics of these interactions, respectively. The interactions between elements,
therefore, are structurally, spatially, and socially distinct from city to city. All the four
basic dimensions are complementary to one another and none of which can be arbitrarily
neglected or substituted so that a comprehensive understanding of the complex interactions
between elements can be obtained.

Addressing the dimensions of co-presence, hierarchy, heterogeneity, and differentia-
tion is imperative for understanding, applying, and interpreting cities with volunteered
geographic information. Volunteered geographic information, as a typical, geo-referenced
open data, is new for its structural information, providing more metadata into the conven-
tional geographic information. This is very true for the image-based and text-based VGI
in which geographic information is restructured as visual and literal contexts beyond the
spatial [50]. VGI is also constrained by urban space due to the fact that people’s behaviours
are naturally heterogeneous from every place to one another. VGI suffers the data quality
issues that are very common for many social media data, as various portals might filter
some user groups out. So, considering those four dimensions is a necessity of using VGI
data appropriately for the city image research and for other studies on relevant topics
in a similar data environment. In so doing, we can suit our interventions for better city
images with more effectively bounded elements to distinctive conditions in terms of locality
and persons involved. In short, co-presence, hierarchy, heterogeneity, and differentiation
are four dimensions of VGI that we should study, and that we could study due to the
emergence of new data and open-source geospatial science [5].

The workflow in this research is stepwise (Figure 1). The raw datasets of volunteered
photos were gathered from various social media platforms and then aggregated to reduce
potential bias as much as possible. In the step of data pre-processing, the raw photos were
all recognized as scenes, and then the invalid images were removed. For scene recognition,
a well-established trained dataset is required for the convolutional neural network (CNN)
model. This research then employed the trained data compiled by MIT with over 1.8 million
images labelled with 365 scene semantic categories and 10 main types, comprising a large
and diverse type list of environments to be used for scene classification and other visual
recognition tasks. Among the different open CNN models trained on Places 365, the 152-
layer residual neural network (ResNet152) outperformed the others with more than 85%
accuracy in detecting the top five scenes for every image that was labelled [51]. ResNet152
was used in this study to produce the outputs of the top five most likely scenes and their
corresponding likelihoods. Since some geotagged photos on social media are irrelevant
to city images or it is difficult to identify their scene types (e.g., close-ups of faces, objects,
and sky), data cleaning and categorization refinement are necessary [3]. The scene here is
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the photo with only one type of imagery element; accordingly, the scene probability is then
the likelihood of one imagery element’s presence. In this work, we plotted the recognition
accuracy against the recall rate to calibrate a combination of thresholds to filter invalid
images out. The outputs of data pre-processing are packaged in a geodatabase where the
point-based records are stored with the features documenting the recognized probabilities
for 365 imagery elements as defined in Place 365, the coordinates where the photos were
taken and the social media platforms from which the data were obtained.
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In the second step, the point-based geodatabase is used to compute and present vari-
ous dimensions of interactions between imagery elements. In this research, we demarcate
four essential dimensions: co-presence (among elements), hierarchy (of elements), hetero-
geneity (across space), and differentiation (between groups). Specifically, the co-presence
dimension reflects the interdependency between any two imagery elements in the given
set(s) of photos, measured by the co-existence likelihood between, and represented as links
in a correlation network. It is produced by generating a correlation matrix of all imagery
elements. The result can be helpful to answer the ‘what’ question in urban design–what
are the twin-like imagery elements that should be put together? The hierarchy dimension
captures the emergence of the typical, unrelated, main groups of elements, namely the
principal components of city images, combining the imagery elements that are possibly
correlated. It is generated by using a truncated SVD model with hierarchical clustering and
represented as a dendrogram showing the pedigree of city image from the basic elements to
the hybrid components. The output reflects the ‘how’ question–how are multiple imagery
elements grouped as themes and then distinguished from others?
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The heterogeneity dimension sketches the natural boundaries of the imagery areas
-the hotspots of geotagged photos with adaptive density thresholds. It is achieved by
the refined OPTICS model that has been proven to be more effective for detecting spatial
agglomeration with varying densities than the DBSCAN model with an optimized number
of clusters [52]. The clusters are then annotated by the principal components that are
detected. Relevant outcomes in this dimension provide references for responding to the
‘where’ question–where people are more likely to record the city images? The differentiation
dimension investigates the preference on imagery elements varying across social subgroups
as reflected in different data sources. We introduce the extroversion index as a measure
of differentiation by estimating the share of non-local subset data in the whole dataset.
Diversity index in an entropy form is used to measure the informational richness or non-
randomness of elements within each photo. They are plotted as two axes in a scattergram
to represent who are the groups preferring the city images with more information than
others–the ‘who’ question. This dimension, in turn, is a validation of the necessity of data
aggregation for reducing potential bias.

3.2. Study Area

The proposed methodology was applied in an empirical study on the Central Beijing,
the Metropolitan Areas of Beijing (MAB), the capital of PR China (Figure 2). The MAB
covers Beijing with six districts, Xicheng, Dongcheng, Haidian, Chaoyang, Fengtai and
Shijingshan, where the social media data are agglomerated. One-twelfth of Greater Beijing
accounted for nearly half of the data, which helped to avoid data sparsity in other areas
where fewer people visit. Moreover, the MAB covers various typical city landscapes in Bei-
jing, from the city to natural geographies and from gardens to hills. The representativeness
of this study area ensures that the outputs can sufficiently reflect Beijing’s city image.
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3.3. Data

The data used in this research are volunteered and georeferenced photos from three
different social media platforms. The reason why we used the data from different panels
is to avoid sampling problems, e.g., data spatial scarcity and potential bias. In fact, any
specific social media might focus on certain type(s) of users that are normally subsets of the
total sample. Therefore, one safe strategy is to aggregate the data from different channels
to approach the common reality. Here, the data were gathered from three social media
platforms: Foooooot, Flickr and Panoramio. Foooooot is a GPS travel community and
trip sharing website designed to facilitate travellers displaying and sharing their travel
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footprints and stories. There were 248,826 valid photos with coordinates that were located
within the study area, which were obtained in September 2018. Flickr is a Yahoo property
that is among the largest photo-sharing websites. Panoramio is a geotagged photo-sharing
website owned by Google that contains only landscape photos. The Flickr data in this study
came from the open-source “YFCC-100M” dataset, and the Panoramio data came from the
MIT “City Perception” dataset [52], with a total of 123,933 Flickr images (as of 27 April
2014) and 63,594 Panoramio images (as of 2 November 2016). Among all three datasets, the
Foooooot data are relatively domestic, whereas the users of Flickr and Panoramio data are
more likely to be non-local.

The size of the raw, aggregated, volunteered data in the study areas is 425,662 images.
There are 275,731 valid images, accounting for 64.78% of the original data after data
pre-processing. We used a stepwise procedure to filter out the invalid data. (1) Initial
recognition. We conducted an initial scene recognition to assign metadata to the geographic
information for describing the visual content. The metadata includes two categorical layers:
365 subtypes and 13 main types with names and associating probabilities as defined by the
Place 365 model. (2) Non-urban photos removal. We removed the non-urban records from
the raw data, e.g., selfies, sky-only, animals, etc., and those classified as working or housing
types with very small percentages. So only 11 urban-related urban main types were kept.
(3) Non-representative photos filter. There were a few records wrongly geo-tagged. So, we
deleted those that were nearly completely different (99%) from their neighbouring records
at a 50-m radius. (4) Cross-validation. For validating the data and securing the scene
recognition is close enough to our knowledge, we built a testing dataset with 1000 photos
that were randomly selected from 11 main types and used it to obtain the recall rate to
validate the training results.

Users using different social media platforms have an obviously differentiated prefer-
ence for urban scenes (Figure 3). The local citizens, as defined as the Foooooot users, took
more photos of natural scenes, but experienced fewer activities than the users of Flickr
and Panoramio did. However, some consistency still exists. The shares of historic heritage
sites, modern buildings, transportation, water, etc., are high across all subsets of datasets.
The complementation between these datasets suggests the necessity of data aggregation
for a comprehensive understanding of the city image for most social groups.
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3.4. Setting and Evaluation

Validating results is vital for proving the effectiveness of the methods and the cor-
rectness of the results. Nevertheless, it is not always easy for the exploratory data mining
tasks in urban studies since the results are indicators of urban realities rather than the
facts. This is very true for some useful indices, e.g., geographic accessibility, which cannot
be proven to be correct due to the absence of the associating grand truth. City image is
something alike. So, our strategy for validation is two-folded: one is based on statistical op-
timisation to define the thresholds that are required so that the exploratory outputs are more
statically significant and the other is based on a comparison with urban reality patterns.

The whole process in this research is data-driven. However, we still need to define
thresholds that are used. The first is the threshold of the scene probability for filtering
out invalid data. By plotting the accuracy and recall rate as percentages, we selected
one pair of turning points along the curves, maximizing these two aspects of model
performance. Therefore, the probability threshold was calibrated as 0.44 with a recall rate
of 81.81% for the testing dataset (Figure 4). Another parameter that must be calibrated is the
reachability distance parameter in the OPTICS algorithm. This parameter is used to control
the size of the clusters when the density threshold is relaxed. One challenge for adaptive
density-based clustering techniques is to balance the density and size effects, avoiding
the underestimation of the size of the clusters with higher density and the overestimation
of the size of those with lower density. By comparison with several well-known named
areas in Beijing, we selected a threshold reachability distance of 0.01 to define the cluster
boundaries. These thresholds were proven to be optimized than others in various criteria
and the results were validated preliminarily.
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4. Results
4.1. Co-Presence between Imagery Elements: Interdependent Elements

Imagery elements are not independent layouts in urban reality but are interdependent
in shaping city scenes from place to place. Understanding of the interdependent elements
in any given area can be manual for designers to reshape more meaningful images than
those using those unrelated elements. The association among the detected imagery ele-
ments of Beijing is mapped as a correlation network. In the detected imagery elements,
the top three elements of the images of Beijing that are most often captured in people’s
photos are “pagoda” (4.46%), “temple/Asia” (4.14%), and “desert/vegetation” (3.43%).
These elements portray the historical characteristics of this ancient capital and landscape
features due to the dry climate in North China. Figure 5 illustrates the similarity network
encompassing the top 100 imagery elements with stronger linkages that were recognized.
The links between imagery elements either reflect their co-presence in the photos that
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were taken by the citizens, e.g., “library” and “museum”, “park” and “campus”, and “veg-
etable garden” and “field/wild”, or reflect their co-occurrence, e.g., “industrial area” and
“highway”, “rope bridge” and “forest/broadleaf”, “fishpond” and “Japanese garden”, and
“archaeological excavation” and “badlands”. These interdependent elements document
the important pairs of imagery elements, which provides additional information on the
element ranking in terms of frequency. It is noticed that the elements ranked higher are
also more likely to be co-present with other elements that are also interconnected. These
co-presence interrelationships, however, exist between the elements with various levels of
frequency, showing the necessity of considering the interdependency as a characteristic of
city images.
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We colour the nodes and links according to 11 main types pre-fixed in Place 365 model
showing the communities that each element might belong to. The correlation networks
are normally very dense inside than outside. The intergroup connections, then suggest the
composition of Beijing’s unique city images. For instance, water-related elements are tightly
connected to historic heritage sites, gardens, and natural landscapes. Commercial activities
are more likely to be present with historical heritage sites and transportation services. It is
worth noting that some elements drift away from the main network, resulting in their
isolation. Slum-like areas with alleys intertwining among low-rise buildings are a relatively
unique type of city image. Some predefined main types of elements are split into various
clusters that are proximal to different elements. The elements in the type of public space
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are mainly divided into two groups: one is more tightly connected to the forest group, and
the other is closer to the transportation and modern buildings.

The co-presence network between imagery elements might vary across places. For a
clear comparison between different areas, Figure 6 records the correlation networks of
11 main types of imagery elements of Beijing disaggregated by administrative districts.
These maps show a series of schematic diagrams of the raw graphs. It is apparent that
the tendency of the inter-element interactions varies from area to area. These sub-graphs
further concretize the patterns of the overall graph, illustrating the spatial difference of
the city images and their compositions. More specifically, Central Beijing, Xicheng and
Dongcheng are three districts with a strong city image of historic buildings and its co-
presence with commercial and social activities. Haidian and Shijingshan are those two areas
where urban greenness relevant elements are dominant with very few connections to other
elements, despite that the interaction between the historical buildings and commercial or
social activities is still significant. Chaoyang and Fengtai are perceived as images with
more modern buildings and transportation elements than others. These districts can also
be distinguished from each other by looking at the varying co-presence between two given
elements. For instance, public-space-related elements are more likely to be together with
water elements in citizens’ photos in Chaoyang only than others. And in Central Beijing,
modern buildings and social activities are more often in the same frames within people’s
perceptions than that in other districts. Disaggregating the correlation network of imagery
elements is useful for uncovering the sub-structures of the city images of Beijing, which
is featured by the nodes–the high-frequency elements, and the edges–the interactions
between elements. The city image of Beijing, and its areas, therefore, is not the element list
only, but the ways how the elements are constructed, designed, perceived, and recorded.
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4.2. Hierarchy of Imagery Elements: Principal Components and Main Typologies

Components are a summary of multiple elements and a record of the emergence
of city image typologies. It represents the interaction among multiple elements rather
than two, as shown in the co-presence dimension, showing the main types of imagery
elements from the bottom up. By mapping the dendrogram, we unfolded the pedigree of
the component extracted from every detected element (Figure 7). In our model, 80 principal
components (PCs) were detected through the truncated SVD model, in which the absolute
values of probability are input, and these principal components can explain 83.64% of the
raw variation in the detected elements. For annotating each PC, we use the dominating
elements with the top 2 loading as the first and second elements. These PCs can be grouped
into 7 typologies according to their rank in terms of similarity: urban space (24.61%),
natural landscapes (22.29%), historical architectures (14.82%), water (8.05%), sports & social
activities (7.50%), catering (2.07%) and others (4.30%). This is different from what has been
pre-defined in the Place 365 model regarding with the number and inclusion relations.
The first and second elements for each PC demonstrate that the PC detected is a new
organization of 365 elements.

For Beijing, urban space is the main city image, a composite of public buildings,
streets, alleys, pedestrian paths, gardens, and high-raised buildings. The images of historic
heritage sites highlight scenes with pagodas, temples, and palaces. The natural landscape is
characterized by the presence of desert vegetation, broadleaf forests, tree farms, boardwalks,
etc. Human social activities are also captured as some type of image suggesting the ways
in which people interact with the built environment are the images in people’s minds.
This family of images highlights sports amenities, conference sites and catering locations.
It demonstrates that city images are shaped not only by the urban form but also by people’s
engagements that are also scenes for others.

It is noted that there are some elements in the city image pedigree that are in pairs with
different signs, showing their functions of discriminating scenes that are very similar in all
other dimensions. These elements are, therefore, named as discriminate elements. Eighteen
pairs of discriminate components were detected, as listed in Figure 7 (also highlighted in
red in Figure 8). We selected the most representative photos for every element. It is obvious
that most of those elements are very similar to each other but are also highly likely to be
spatially proximal. For instance, in cities, crosswalks and streets are normally spatially
interconnected, but they might be fully different scenes for pedestrians. These components,
therefore, are the basic elements to distinguish one image from another at the very bottom
level in the hierarchical structure of complex images, as shown in the pedigree tree. It is
worth noting that these components might be case-wise, varying from city to city, sug-
gesting alternative information to the formation of city images as the similarity between
elements has shown.
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4.3. Heterogeneity of Imagery Elements across Space: Imagery Areas

The morphologies of imagery elements are geographically heterogeneous, whereby
shaping the imagery areas where citizens are more likely to record the city images they see
than other places. There are 29 imagery areas detected in Central Beijing, accounting for
76.32% of the volunteered photos, as shown in Figure 9. The map shows a heterogeneous
pattern where some imagery areas are agglomerated as larger, spatially continuous clusters.
The dendrogram of the hierarchical clustering yields that these individual imagery areas
can be grouped into seven main clusters according to the density variation of photo-taken
behaviours (Figure 9). The first cluster is the core region (the central zones centred in the
Forbidden City and surrounded by the Third Ring Road), where ten detected imagery
areas are spatially agglomerated. Four clusters are moderately diverse, featuring several
individual imagery areas, including the areas around the Olympic Village, Pan Summer
Palace, Small West Hills, and Big West Hills. The Wangji area and Fengtai Science Park,
however, are two clusters that are spatially independent from the context in which they are
embedded. These results demonstrate that the spatial interaction between imagery areas
varies significantly from place to place, and it might be at a higher level for long-lasting,
historic, or developed areas but at a lower level for newly built destinations.
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The imagery areas are detected with clues to some well-known named areas in Beijing.
The named areas are easily obtained from any navigation service provider by searching for
the so call area of interest (AOI). It is a polygon-based identification of an area that someone
may find useful or interesting. The effectiveness of these imagery areas is validated
preliminarily. However, spatial inconsistency still exists. For most of the imagery areas,
the spill-over effect from the imagery area cores is obvious: their boundaries are larger
than the named areas. The directions in which the imagery areas from the named areas are
not random. The imagery area around the CBD, for instance, extends towards the north
and south rather than the east and west, and the imagery area around Wangjing is largely
‘stretched’ by 798 art villages. This reminds us that imagery areas delineated by the density
gradient of geotagged photos might be the functional aspect of the named areas with a clear
spatial definition. We can further define the areas as three categories of areas, according to
the way the imagery areas and named areas are overlapped. The well-imaged areas are
those AOIs fully recognized as imagery areas, which means that those areas are well-design
and perceived. The named areas that are not detected as imagery places are annotated
as the under-imaged areas where city images are not well delivered. The third areas are
called unnamed imagery areas, denoting the places where people often visit and record
the images, but they are not named as a space identity. This type of areas maps the spatial
extents to which city images spill-over across places, can be very informative for urban
planners who might require references for a new spatial plan. Within the unnamed imagery
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areas, they can decide to assign similar, or complementary areas to enhance or change the
imagery areas. In turn, we can monitor the transformation of these imagery areas and their
relations to named areas, or social communities, and then capture where, when, and how
imagery areas change across time due to an individual, or a series of planning projects.

For a better understanding of the composition of imagery elements, we clustered the
imagery areas into 6 basic types that are featured with the main categories of elements
detected in Figure 7 (Figure 10). These 6 basic types can be further grouped into two
overarching categories, namely the urban and natural environment. The imagery areas
of the urban environment are more diverse with more dining and human activities than
that of the natural that are highlighted with natural landscapes and urban spaces only.
To present more information about the element composition for each basic type, we plot
the clouds with the first and second elements in each PC and normalize their presence
probabilities to secure the comparability. The imagery areas of historic architecture are
the ones with the most distinctive composition of elements. Pagoda, Asian temple, throne
room, mausoleum are the leading elements with larger weights than any other elements in
other groups. The areas of historic conservation areas are also featured with some similar
elements which, however, are less weighted than those in the areas of historic architecture.
The city images in the modern cityscape areas are more likely to be shot outdoors with city
squares/streets, high-raised or public buildings, and social activities. These images are also
informatively richer than most of the other areas due to the largest number of elements
with relatively even weights in the cloud. For the natural environment, the areas of forests
differ from areas of mountains as they maintain more significant elements. This annotation
information enhances the interpretability of the pattern imagery areas, and the detected
PCs are the features enabling this step.

4.4. Differentiation of Imagery Elements across Groups: Diversity and Extroversion

Different types of imagery areas also maintain distinctive characteristics in terms
of image diversity and extroversion. The imagery areas of the urban built environment
can be easily extracted since they normally have higher levels of image diversity (>0.70)
than that of the natural landscape due to the presence of modern spaces, e.g., modern
buildings, transport hubs, commercial and social activities, and sports amenities. The only
exception is the historic heritage sites that are strictly preserved with less likelihood of
being exposed to other imagery elements, including the Forbidden City and Temple of
Heaven. In regard to the extroversion of city images, the differentiation of natural and
urban imagery areas repeats. The photos taken in natural imagery areas are from local
people who are more likely to use domestic social media platforms, whereas the users of
foreign applications more often visit urban imagery areas. This trend was successfully
recorded by the scattergram plotting the diversity and extroversion, in which the goodness-
of-fit reaches 0.519 (Figure 11). This finding further demonstrates that non-local users
prefer more diverse urban scenes than local people. Moreover, the detected imagery
clusters can also be denoted by the quadrants they fall into. The modern cityscape and
historic conservation areas are city images with higher levels of diversity and extroversion,
whereas the natural landscapes are images with lower levels. Historic heritage sites and
suburban parks feature higher extroversion and diversity. This suggests that the diversity
of city images might be an indicator that could be helpful to reflect social performance.
The imagery areas near the centre of the scattergram might be the essential places for social
inclusion between the local and non-local communities. This impact is still recognized to
be statistically significant in the regression model where other factors, e.g., distance to CBD,
are controlled.
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5. Conclusions and Discussion

Due to the widespread use of mobile devices with ITC Infotech, digital photography
and social media, both facilitate an unprecedented ‘image society’. Volunteered images are
then an essential way for citizens to record their perception of the built environment, and
city images emerge in these records as they share the imagery experience. The detection
of city images with these socially sensed photos, therefore, complements existing models
of calibrating the city image with prior knowledge, providing a bottom-up perspective to
detect city images and areas and their typologies. This perspective, in comparison with
others (e.g., structural-element-based studies and factor-based studies), is distinguishable
in many dimensions. The contribution of this work, therefore, is three-fold: (1) This work
echoes the importance of the complex interactions between imagery elements and provides
an approach to address various aspects of these interactions comprehensively. There are
four aspects defined as co-presence, hierarchy, heterogeneity, and differentiation, referring
to the interaction between elements, among multiple elements, across space, and across
groups. (2) The framework introduced to uncover all these four dimensions is data-driven,
and it can be easily redone and applied in other contexts or in a comparison between
contexts. Relevant results have also been validated preliminarily. (3) The outputs of the
framework can contribute to giving in-depth feedbacks to inherently interrelated issues in
city image research and design. These issues are summarized as the What-How-Where-
Who questions–what are the interdependent elements? How are they combined as different
types of city images? Where are the elements clustered as imagery areas? And who might
prefer a certain subset of the city image? By answering these questions based on the
method we proposed, a design action plan might be generated more easily than before.
This introduced working flow can be employed in toolboxes for urban design, historic
conservation, and tourism development as an upgrade.

The specific results of the application in Beijing also showcase several crucial findings
of the interactions between imagery elements in the four dimensions that we proposed.
First, the interdependency between two elements with high frequency is not necessarily
stronger than that between those with lower frequency. The pair-wise understanding of the
co-presence between elements is spatially varying providing structural information about
city images. Furthermore, the detected typologies of city elements differ dramatically from
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those main types that are predefined. Some pairs of so-called discriminant elements are
detected to be statistically opposite, but spatially proximal. They are the key factors for
solving the hierarchy structure of the emergence of the main types. Moreover, the imagery
areas are detected by adoptable density thresholds, showing the spatial boundaries of
city images. Imagery areas are more spatially continuous in urbanized areas or historical
sites than in developing areas. The typologies of imagery areas can be well-annotated by
the detected types of elements and principal components. The overlapping relationship
between imagery areas and named areas can be a scope of portraying the spill-over effects
of city images. Finally, the differentiation from social groups is proven to be related to the
diversity of elements and the distance to the city centre. Local people might prefer pure and
natural images as an escape from the city, whereas non-local people prefer diverse, ample
scenes. These results, in turn, validate the necessity of data aggregation for reducing bias.

Future steps can be taken to reduce the potential limitations of the current work.
First, two parameters must be further debugged in more cases to validate their universality.
Second, invisible elements regarding the senses of city images are currently absent from this
work, but they could be considered in subsequent work with new training data containing
relevant labels. Third, the variation in city images among different social groups can
be further researched by feeding different datasets into our models. Fourth, the time
dimension of city images could be further studied with time records assigned to the photos
to illustrate the temporal (diurnal, seasonal, etc.) variation of city images. Accordingly, we
can detect the imagery elements and areas that are sensitive to the time change.
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